Lessons learned
 Civil wars are not domestic events, and transnational linkages are very important in the risk of the outbreak of
conflict and in how conflicts evolve. Common approaches to civil war treating these as domestic events build on misleading foundations and suggest inappropriate policy implications.
 Transnational linkages create challenges for responses to peacekeeping operations. Peacekeeping operations are
unlikely to be successful unless they have a broader focus and take account of actors and implications in other states.
 Transnational linkages influence prospects for cooperation and possible solutions to preventing violence. Transnational kin can increase the power of groups and their ability to gain concessions from governments. Neighbouring states
at greater risk of conflict also have greater incentives to provide and support conflict management efforts.
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Most of the existing research treats civil war as a purely domestic event driven primarily by features and
circumstances within countries. The fact that civil wars cluster geographically suggests that conflicts
may not be independent of one another; closer inspection reveals that many civil wars within regions
tend to be closely related and that events outside a country’s borders can have a major impact on the
initial risk of conflict and of how conflicts evolve. We review existing evidence of the transnational dimensions of civil war, focusing on transnational actors, transborder dynamics and conflict externalities
and spillovers.
Introduction
Civil wars are by definition violent conflicts between a
state and some form of non-state actor. Perhaps not
surprisingly, most scholars have looked for features
within countries accounting for why such conflicts break
out and how they evolve. However, it is misleading
simply to equate civil wars with domestic conflict and
look exclusively within countries for an understanding of
civil war. Transnational factors can play an important
role in the initial outbreak of civil wars, the escalation
and dynamics of conflict once underway, as well as prospects for the resolution of such conflicts. Indeed, since
civil conflicts are not necessarily limited to individual

states and often involve participation by other states in
various forms, a strict dichotomy between civil and interstate is often untenable and inappropriate. Moreover,
many policy prescriptions based exclusively on a domestic understanding of civil war may be highly misleading and potentially counterproductive.
The transnational context of states and civil war
Most research implicitly or explicitly adopts a „closed
polity‟ approach to civil war, where civil war is driven
exclusively by features and events within individual countries. The conventional wisdom tends to portray civil
wars as problems of poor and weak states, driven largely
by the greater opportunities for conflict when states are
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Figure 2: 2001 Albanian insurgency in Macedonia (source:
Wikemedia commons).

The transnational context here provides a helpful
framework for understanding the timing of the civil war
as well as the specific conduct. While the Albanian
population in Macedonia by itself is small and lacks
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Turkey we have a relative group size of 0.14, or about 7
Turks for every Kurd. If this were an isolated ethnic
group, the model would imply a predicted probability of
conflict of less than 20 percent. However, given the
presence of Kurds in neighbouring states (i.e. Iran, Iraq
and Syria), the model returns a much higher predicted
risk of conflict of 43 precent. In practice, the
opportunities for the Kurdish Workers‟ Party (PKK) to
operate out of Syria and more recently Iraq have been
important in its ability to engage the Turkish
government in conflict over the repeated outbreaks of
violent conflict.
From the perspective of accommodation, Dorussen
finds that groups with transnational kin are more likely
to receive concessions from governments, thus
reflecting their stronger bargaining power.
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significant resources for action, it is clearly part of a
larger Albanian community in neighbouring Albania and
Kosovo. Moreover, the Albanian community in Kosovo
had a long history of mobilization. It had recently
engaged in violent conflict following the emergence of
the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), which challenged
the Yugoslav government by violent means, whereas
previous organizations, such as the Democratic League
of Kosovo party, had favoured non-violent strategies. In
the aftermath of the Kosovo war, an Albanian
organization similar to the National Liberation Army
emerged in Macedonia, drawing on individuals who had
previously participated in the Kosovo conflict and on
arms and resources from the previous war in
neighbouring Kosovo. As shown in Figure 2, the fact
that the fighting took place overwhelmingly in other
areas further attests to the close links between the
Kosovo war and the Albanian insurgency.
The example of the Albanian revolt in Macedonia is
compelling in that transnational features were
important; it is unlikely that conflict would have broken
out without the links to the external conflict and the
prior conflict in Kosovo. However, sceptics may
wonder whether this was an isolated case, and how
representative the example may be. Although there can
be many important transnational linkages, here we focus
on a set of common transnational mechanisms that may
affect the risk of conflict; we discuss them under the
labels transnational actors, transborder conflict
processes and conflict externalities or spillovers.
Transnational actors
The actors in civil wars are not necessarily confined
within individual countries. Ethnic groups often span
international boundaries, and transnational kin frequently participate in or provide important support for insurgencies in other states. Resources mobilized transnationally can often be more difficult for governments to
control or target and, as such, the domestic political
status and resources of an ethnic group can be a poor
guide to the motivation for violence and events that
influence mobilization and changes in political strategies.
Cederman, Girardin and Gleditsch provide
systematic evidence suggesting that transnational groups
are much more likely to engage in conflict than would
be expected on domestic characteristics alone. They
extend a purely domestic model of conflict among
excluded ethnic groups and a central government,
where the risk of conflict is proportional to the relative
size of the ethnic group, in considering the difference
between groups with and without transnational
segments.
Figure 3 illustrates the core empirical findings, with
the solid line representing the predicted probability of
conflict of a group with transnational segments and the
dashed line the predictions for a purely domestically
confined group. As can be seen, the risk of conflict is
dramatically higher for groups with transnational kin; as
an illustrative example, in the case of the Kurds in
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unable to enforce control or deter protest, or by the
greater incentives for participation in conflict when the
formal economy affords few rewards for normal economic activities. It is often inferred that civil wars are
best prevented by shoring up the capacity of the central government, achieving sustainable economic
growth and, more controversially, establishing more
representative political institutions.
Transnational dimensions can render many of these
inferences problematic. Politics does not stop at the
water‟s edge, and countries are not isolated units
impervious to events and actors outside their
boundaries. Figure 1 displays a map of the geographical
center point of interstate conflicts over the period 1946
–2005. It demonstrates a strong tendency for conflicts
to cluster geographically, and regions such as the
Caucasus and Western Africa have seen a large number
of conflicts over the period. This, in turn, suggests that
these individual conflicts may not be independent of one
another, and that the risk of conflict in one state may be
dependent on actors and events beyond its borders.
The Albanian Macedonian conflict in 2001 is an
example highlighting many transnational dimensions of
civil war. Any new state will be less well consolidated
than older states and Albanians clearly were
marginalized in the new and explicitly ethnic
Macedonian nation-state. However, violent conflict did
not erupt soon after independence in 1991, but rather
10 years after and at a time when the state was much
more established. Moreover, the Albanian insurgency
actually emerged in the aftermath of notable
concessions to Albanian parties by the Macedonian
government. Hence, the outbreak of the conflict clearly
contradicts what one would have expected from purely
domestic conceptions of civil war.
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Figure 3: Risk of conflict by relative group size and
transnational kin.

Transborder Conflicts: External support and
escalation
The two examples reviewed so far illustrate the important role played by international borders in civil wars,
where fighting and mobilization often take place in border areas. Although borders in a technical sense are
merely lines in the sand and often not difficult to cross
from a purely military perspective, the status of international borders generates different constraints and opportunities for governments and rebels. The fact that
borders formally delineate state sovereignty makes it
more difficult for governments to violate the sovereignty of other countries, while such constraints are less
relevant for rebels. Governments risk retaliation from
neighbouring countries from territorial incursions, and
face difficulties in targeting transnational support. This in
turn means that rebels can have a logistic advantage in
operating out of extra-territorial bases, and transnational rebel movements can be more difficult for governments to deter or defeat. Buhaug and Gates demonstrate more systematically that a large number of civil wars

tend to be fought in border areas.
The prevalence of fighting in border locations in civil
war raises questions about whether rebels operate in
neighbouring countries with the explicit consent of
other states. Although there are situations where
interstate conflicts have emerged out of support for
insurgent groups (such as the 1978-79 Tanzanian
Ugandan war that toppled Idi Amin), direct intervention
on the side of insurgents is a very costly action for
states to undertake, and support is more likely to come
in the form of indirect military support and may
sometimes be denied by the supporting state. Salehyan,
Cunningham, and Gleditsch estimate that about 45
percent of all the civil wars in the post-1945 era saw
rebel groups receiving support from a foreign state.
External support requires some degree of „demand‟
by insurgents and of „supply’ by a potential supporting
state. Empirically, it can be shown that support seems
more likely in instances when groups have transnational
segments, when states have a prior history of
antagonisms, and when rebel groups are moderately
strong relative to the government. One interpretation
of the last-mentioned is that rebels must be sufficiently
weak for foreign support to be attractive, given the
problems that this may entail with respect to potentially
competing goals of the patron state and potential loss of
legitimacy, yet also sufficiently strong to be considered
plausible candidates for potential supporters.
Conflict externalities and spillovers
Gleditsch finds that countries with neighbours experiencing civil war are at a greater risk of conflict than would
be expected from their purely domestic characteristics.
Although this may be due in part to transnational actors, fighting can also create externalities and spillover
mechanisms that by themselves increase the risk of conflict.
Gleditsch, Schultz and Salehyan shows that civil wars
often generate militarized disputes between states. In
some cases, conflicts arise over the externalities generated by conflicts, including refugees and collateral damage. Many disputes arise out of border violations, where
government forces pursue rebels into the territory of
neighbouring states. Conflict may also arise out of alleged support for rebels. In some cases, states may respond to alleged support by neighbouring countries for
insurgents either by direct military retaliation or support for insurgent groups in the other states. In Western Africa in the 1990s, for example, there were many
examples of governments supporting insurgencies in
neighbouring countries.
Finally, many studies document large negative social
and economic effects of civil wars for neighboring countries, which in turn could undermine political stability.
This attests to how civil war cannot be considered exclusively domestic problems, but in many cases will constitute transnational security issues and challenges for
other states.
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significant resources for action, it is clearly part of a
larger Albanian community in neighbouring Albania and
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Figure 3: Risk of conflict by relative group size and
transnational kin.
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